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        As of January 1, 2024, Cardin & Miller Physical Therapy is now ACCESS PT!


        We built this practice by creating relationships with clients like you, & our commitment to serving our clients remains our top priority.  As ACCESS PT, we have joined together with other family-owned PT businesses to be able to serve clients throughout Pennsylvania and beyond.


        We are proud and excited to partner with people who share our vision, values & passion for creating great client experiences in physical therapy.
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	We Help People to Move Better, to Feel Better, and to Live Better Without the Need for Surgery, Pills, Injections, and Doctor’s Appointments!







Click play to hear from Steve Miller about how his physical therapy clinics in Carlisle, Harrisburg and Mechanicsburg can help you…


	

	
		


	


Let Us Help You Get Back to Doing What You Need, Want and Love to do!
Wondering if your pain issues are something Physical Therapy can help? Maybe you aren’t sure if we can help you get back to playing with your kids outside. Curious to see if we can help you get back into a gym regiment?
Have you been pondering the thoughts of never being able to do the things you need, want, or love to again pain-free?  Or perhaps you just want to know if we have appointment times available or are taking new patients?
Have questions? We get it! Simply click the button below and fill out a quick form for more information about our costs and availability in our Carlisle, Harrisburg, and Mechanicsburg locations.


    
  Inquire About Cost and AvailabilityClick Here »  



	


Still Don’t Know If Physical Therapy Is Right For You?




 One-on-One Free Screen

We understand that there are some people who don’t know if physical therapy is the right fit for them. Does physical therapy even work? Is it the right fit for your pain/ injury? Not sure if you have the time to commit to the timeframe you assume you’ll need? Maybe you’ve even gone to physical therapy before, and it seemed like it as a waste of time, why would it work now? Did you answer “yes” to any of these questions? If you did, then why not come in to see if Cardin & Miller Physical Therapy can help you??? Simply fill out the form below and let us know some more information about you so we can better answer your questions!


Apply for a Free Screen »





 Free Phone Screen

If you’re still a little hesitant about scheduling an in-person appointment with one of our expert Physical Therapists right now, maybe there are still a couple of questions you’d like answered, and you’d like to chat with someone at Cardin & Miller before you decide to make an appointment? Let us help you determine if we are completely right for you! Just click below and fill out this simple form to set up a time for one of our expert Physical Therapists to give you a call and discuss any questions you might have together. YES, IT’S FREE!!

Arrange to Speak to a PT »









*Please note that there is no actual treatment during the Free Screen Sessions. It is simply for you to have the opportunity to ask us any questions and to decide if Cardin & Miller is the right fit for you!


	


About Cardin & Miller Physical Therapy
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Cardin & Miller Physical Therapy was founded by Brian Cardin, PT, C.Ped. and Steve Miller, PT. C.Ped.
We focus on making sure each client is able to successfully do everything they need, want, and LOVE to do!
WE WANT YOU TO GET YOUR LIFE BACK!


	

	About Brian Cardin and Steve Miller
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Brian Cardin

Owner PT, C.PED
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Steve Miller

Owner PT, C.PED








Brian and Steve both graduated from Findlay University’s Physical Therapy program and have been practicing outpatient physical therapy in Central Pennsylvania since 1994. Brian and Steve are both active members of their community and enjoy providing exceptional service and quality of care for anyone seeking treatment and relief from pain.
At Cardin & Miller Physical Therapy, we focus on providing each client with customized treatment strategies to correct the issues that are affecting them as individuals. We take pride in assisting each of our clients as they return to their pre-injury levels of activities, whether it is a return to daily activity or elite athletic performance.
We offer services which are unique to our area: We provide state of the art 3D imaging to create customized Foot Orthotics. Cardin & Miller Physical Therapy also provides diabetic shoes and inlays to people suffering from complications from diabetes.

Meet The Cardin & Miller PT Team »








What Other People Just Like You Are Saying About Cardin & Miller
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 Gary M.

Age 56, Carlisle


 
 
   

"Steve was a very compassion filled and caring healthcare provider. The relationship aspect between the provider and patient was just outstanding. Something that you don't always see in the healthcare world today, and they were just a phenomenal group of people."
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 Dave H.

Age 39, Carlisle


 
 
   

"After 12 weeks, I was back to living completely pain-free, playing with my kids, carrying an extra bag of groceries for my wife, and doing all the things I should do in my mid thirties. At this point, it was one of the best decisions I ever made"
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 Kathleen B.

Age 51, Carlisle


 
 
   

"I've nothing but positive things to say about Cardin and Miller. I have no pain in this shoulder whatsoever and I have full range of motion. And that was one of the most important things for me - was to know that I could then again always have use of this shoulder and strengthen this shoulder."

  

 
 
  


 

 







	


Where Does It Hurt?

Look below to find your area of concern - and click where it hurts


  [image: Back Pain Report] Click to read more...
 
  Back Pain
  
 


 [image: Knee Pain Report] Click to read more...
 
  Knee Pain
  
 


 [image: Shoulder Pain Report] Click to read more...
 
  Shoulder Pain
  
 


 [image: Running Report] Click to read more...
 
  Foot Pain
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 Our Promise To You

We promise to listen to the issues you are having and how they are affecting your life. We will clearly explain why you are having these issues and how we will help you resolve them so you can Get Back to Living Life!

IF at the end of your Initial Evaluation, you don’t feel we’ve fulfilled our promise to you, there will be no charge to you or your insurance company

*** Our Guarantee Applies Specifically to Your Initial Evaluation (first appointment with your Physical Therapist). If you do not feel we fulfilled our promise to you, you must let your evaluating therapist know BEFORE you leave our office in order to avoid charges to you or your insurance company

*** Once Your Initial Evaluation is complete and you have started into a plan of care, all visits will be billed to you or your insurance company depending on your individual insurance benefits

*** If you have an issue or concern about any appointments after your initial evaluation, please discuss your concerns with your evaluating therapist and they will work to resolve any concerns
*** Our goal is to provide the highest quality of care to you and to help you get back to doing what you need, want and love to do. We want to be YOUR PHYSICAL THERAPIST for life - we are just an email or phone call away any time you need us!


 


Would You Like To Attend One Of Our Health Education Classes?...

Press play below to watch highlights from one of our recent Back Pain Educational Classes:


	

	
		


	


If you’d like to attend one of our next Educational Classes, click the button below and fill out a quick form to request more information:


	
	
            
        



		Click Here to Request Dates and Times For Our Next Event »
	








	


	

		
	



	

    


	


        	 290 East Pomfret Street, Carlisle, PA 17013
	 717-245-0400
	 717-243-5688
	 info@cardinmillerpt.com



        	 156 Cumberland Parkway, Mechanicsburg, PA 17055
	 717-697-6600
	 717-697-6700
	 info@cardinmillerpt.com


		
			 4 Flowers Drive, Suite 1, Mechanicsburg, PA 17050
	 717-458-5875
	 717-458-5720
	 info@cardinmillerpt.com
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Google Rating
4.9


Based on 165 reviews
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                                    Cardin & Miller Physical Therapy        4.9
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[image: Amy Irvin]
Amy Irvin
16:25 14 Mar 24

I am so happy to have found this place!! From the time I walked in, they were welcoming and pleasant. I was having terrible foot pain and my doctor recommended therapy. The therapist (Miranda) listened to my concerns and came up with a plan that I could easily do at home. During my visits to the office she manipulated the muscles and truly cared about me making progress on my recovery. I would highly recommend this place to anyone. You can see they care about their patients as individuals and that is so important to me. I am walking and moving so much better and have a better understanding of how to care for my feet. Thank you Cardin and Miller for everything you did for me!!!



[image: Pam Ringhoffer]
Pam Ringhoffer
18:34 12 Mar 24

I am now a true believer in physical therapy. When I began I was able to do little, including sleep, without pain. I have been discharged with NO pain. The employees are phenomenal! They are professional, friendly, encouraging, kind, and patient. If you are in the unfortunate position of needing physical therapy and are determined to return to 100%, this is the place for you.



[image: Stephen Kinkade]
Stephen Kinkade
18:10 05 Mar 24

Update 5 March 2024: Received confirmation from FEP BCBS4/5 overall due to quality of PT care. The physical therapists (5/5) are the main reason we will continue to do business with Access PT. The transition process post-acquisition by Access PT (2/5) really did a disservice to the level of trust we had in Carden & Miller and the front-end customer-facing employees. As Carden & Miller, the service provided to the Carlisle area was always 5/5. I understand some circumstances are outside of the employees’ control; however, AccessPT should take more oversight accountability to avoid a disruption in local area relationships._____Edited original / revised upgrade from low rating to 4-star: thank you for responding to insurance concerns and communicating mishap. Accountability goes a long way and we will still be utilizing, once confirmation from insurance is processed.If you are Federal Employee Program Blue Cross / Blue Shield, I recommend making sure approval has been confirmed.Thank you. We appreciate the overall service of the physical therapists and are glad the issue appears resolvable.Willing to further adjust rating upon confirmation from insurance company that FEP BCBS is in fact accepted.______Response to business reply:I understand there are logistical and transitional issues that arise. Some proactivity may have been helpful. What if we received the refusal from our insurance and simply paid without bringing to your attention? Would you have simply kept the payments, similar to you collecting copays without authorization? Yeah, you collected insurance copays without approval. You did not alert us of any issues that arose. We alerted you. Please refrain from putting a marketing spin on your reply, akin to gaslighting a consumer for seemingly being ignorant to business acquisition logistics. The transition process is YOUR responsibility to make sure everything functions smoothly. So, maybe, just say, “my bad, we messed up.” We now have to cancel appointments, as we still have not received confirmation of authorization. So, your mishap has now led to a break in medical care. These are reasons why you make sure procedural logistics are in order 2 months in advance of a new calendar year rather than wait for a customer to alert you 2 months into the new year. Remember that: we alerted you. The business did not alert us. A large entity like AccessPT that has a large footprint in the CT/NY/PA corridor should be ready for transitions upon acquisition. Please fix and provide us with a phone call when the authorization is received. As far as we’re concerned, you’re not covered as a provider until we receive FEP BCBS authorization confirmation. We are not going to accrue any more bills on “good faith.”



[image: paula boyer]
paula boyer
15:06 17 Jan 24

Great things come in small packages and that is true for the Cardin Miller PT office in Mechanicsburg. The entire staff is professional and friendly. Most importantly is the effectiveness of the therapy.



[image: Margaret Weston]
Margaret Weston
03:44 20 Dec 23

Kind, caring physical therapist worked with me. Took the time to explain each exercise. I feel better! Thanks!



[image: Char Schuth]
Char Schuth
23:32 12 Dec 23





[image: Jude Fritz]
Jude Fritz
22:04 04 Dec 23

COST - out of pocket cost was not able to be provided me at time of service.  I asked at least twice and they said they would figure it out when my 4-weeks of therapy was over and I received a bill for hundreds of dollars.  They should be able to tell me on my second visit.**UPDATE**  Needing additional physical therapy, I selected another vendor that WAS able to provide my cost up front.  AND as a note, could Cardon Miller have submitted invoice for my first visit to get a true cost to me?  and allow me to pay my portion at each visit, rather than to provide me a large bill at the end?Interesting how long the response was to my review, which may make some believe the longer the more believable?



[image: Rachel Van Grouw]
Rachel Van Grouw
14:18 02 Oct 23

My 12-year-old son has very flat feet and was experiencing significant ankle, foot, and knee pain during his middle school basketball season. the therapist we saw at Cardin and Miller treated him like a "real" patient and gave him a full assessment. Their recommendation was a custom insert for his shoes and exercises to prepare his foot to use the insert when it was made. My only complaint is that the insert was very expensive and felt like a huge mark-up, BUT it's done the job. My son is now able to play sports (he even ran track in the spring) with almost no pain. Given the fact he was hobbling off the basketball court before the inserts, this is a huge win. We definitely recommend Cardin and Miller!



[image: Jennifer Taylor]
Jennifer Taylor
00:30 11 Aug 23

I've been seen there numerous times for issues with my knee, neck and shoulder. Everyone is very friendly,  and caring.  They truly take the time to listen to you about the issues you're having and work hard to get you back to feeling yourself again as quickly as possible.



[image: Maxine Bloom]
Maxine Bloom
17:15 24 Jul 23

From the moment I started therapy with Caroline, I knew it was the right thing for me.She was professional and kind and fun all at the same time! All who assisted were wonderful.Thank you,Maxine



[image: Carly Broder]
Carly Broder
14:06 01 May 23

The Cardin & Miller staff at the Mechanicsburg office are fantastic! Ellie is always so friendly when greeting everyone and Derrick and his Team helped me with me work through a sprained ankle. Definitely recommend Cardin & Miller for your PT needs.



[image: Pete Swartz]
Pete Swartz
21:28 26 Apr 23





[image: Arthur Devor]
Arthur Devor
13:26 14 Apr 23

June 2022 was told insurance would cover cost of inserts. 10 months later get bill for $358 for inserts. 10 months? My insurance turned down the claim. Why did Cardin Miller say it was covered? They screwed up but guess who gets to pay? Will never go there again. If you do make sure you contact your insurance company personally to make sure you’re covered. Their incompetence will cost you money.



[image: Mary Naples]
Mary Naples
16:47 12 Apr 23

This location is closed for 2 years and the Google site says they are open and hours are posted. I found out when I just drove by and the sign was painted over.  Glad I found this out before my surgery. And I had it all set up with themYou people need to update your site!



[image: Eva Weimer]
Eva Weimer
15:53 23 Mar 23

I have always done my PT here when needed, I started pt with my knee replacement and gave decided to go elsewhere. The therapist and I just weren't a good fit. She was pushing me as if I was further along from surgery. On my first full session by the time I left I could hardly move then following days i could barely walk. I've explained to her it was too much to fast and told her I was having trouble with my sciatica. She said she didn't think it was because of my knee.It was just a better decision to go elsewhere.



[image: Bill Burd]
Bill Burd
14:22 24 Feb 23

Melissa, Karli and Calvin are my therapists..all great and personable.  I continue to have my knees feeling better toward my goals.  Elle is a so pleasant to talk to and helpful when signing in. Thanks to all. Keep Karli..



[image: George Schreiber]
George Schreiber
15:28 20 Feb 23

I have been very pleased with treatment to date.



[image: John Heinze]
John Heinze
15:54 17 Feb 23

outstanding



[image: Merlene Marhevka]
Merlene Marhevka
02:30 14 Feb 23

Josh was my therapist, and he was a very pleasant, polite young man to work with. He was genuinely concerned about my well being and how I was progressing in my recovery. He spent time talking with me about how things were going in my personal life that affected my health and encouraged me to to push forward in my therapy exercises. I feel that he truly enjoys being a therapist and encouraging his patients, which makes him very good at his job. I showed improvement in my movement and flexibility from working with him. Upon completion of my therapy, he recommended that I join the Med Gym to progress further, which I have done.



[image: Sherri Blum]
Sherri Blum
15:10 27 Jan 23

Josh has been fantastic! I came to him after shoulder surgery for severe calcific tendonitis. Within 4 weeks after my surgery, I've already got about 80%+ mobility and my strength is improving daily. He really cares about his patients and is extremely knowledgeable.



[image: Janet Kipe]
Janet Kipe
02:01 19 Jan 23

I am very grateful for the services that I received at Cardin & Miller. I was given exercises that not only helped me with my sciatica pain, but that I can use regularly to keep my core strong. Everyone was very friendly, they all work together as a team, and the atmosphere is wonderful!



[image: Bill Hench]
Bill Hench
01:15 19 Jan 23

I was having problems with my stupid thumb not bending properly, probably from texting and mousing as I'm a dedicated office athlete. I looked online (Dr. Google) and got advice, tried it, but nothing was happening. One day at church I had the elders pray for me, and during that time thought maybe I should get physical therapy.  Miranda did everything different than what everyone online was saying, which made me nervous, but I was willing to try anything. After repeated sessions, the thumb loosened, and in the end it was like a brand new 62 year old thumb. My experience was great with Miranda, she was very kind and also knew her stuff. The rest of the staff was very nice as well and managed to get the TVs that they never use, hooked up to allow me to watch the U.S. in World Cup games. I never waited long to get working (a pet peeve of mine), and always had a positive experience. I highly recommend their team. -Bill Hench-



[image: Steve Brouse]
Steve Brouse
01:43 09 Jan 23

Initial contact was Derek. Good experience,  plan works!   Calvin great at assisting and taking control of the plan.



[image: John Skalocky]
John Skalocky
16:47 05 Jan 23

Great caring people like Amanda and Calvin. I came back for a second time.67 years old and still fighting fires and servings my community.John



[image: Nancy Deutsch]
Nancy Deutsch
21:27 21 Nov 22

Everyone from the check in named Elle are so nice and welcoming. Amanda is my main PT. Then during my visit other PT therapist helped me with my exercises. I am so glad I came here.



[image: Emma Andreas]
Emma Andreas
14:34 16 Nov 22

Everyone is kind courteous and very helpful. This is my 2nd time having therapy with Cardin And Miller. Extremely helpful Would definitely recommend them.



[image: Leona Gruver]
Leona Gruver
00:43 08 Nov 22

Cardin and Miller off of Cumberland Parkway is the best Physical Therapy place on the planet!!  The therapists, therapy assistants and aids are absolutely remarkable people. Shout out to Calvin!!!



[image: nirmala dangal]
nirmala dangal
18:30 28 Oct 22

This review is solely intended for the Carlisle location Cardin&Miller. This was my first time going to Physical Therapy so I didn't know what to expect. However, every staff I met at this practice were always very Friendly, Respectful and Professional, which made it easier to have a great experience.  I was in this location from end of June to October. Reason I needed therapy was, being a postpartum mom, I had terrible back pain. On top of the back pain, one morning, I woke up not feeling so great, I could barely move waist down. When it comes to therapist at this practice. I worked very closely with Valerie Brown and Veto. They knew exactly what to do when I walked into my session every time. They always had my sessions planned out and ready to roll. I never felt rushed during my excises and they always made sure that I was doing well before, during, and after the sessions. They did an awesome job helping me understand the benefits Physical therapy offers especially for my specific condition. I would definitely recommend this place for your therapy needs.



[image: Tracy Miller]
Tracy Miller
14:11 25 Oct 22





[image: Allison Krichman]
Allison Krichman
22:24 24 Oct 22

Cardin & Miller has been incredible with helping me through both an ankle and knee injury and getting me back to feeling normal.  The whole staff is so friendly, with a special shout out to Amanda.



[image: Paul Burkholder]
Paul Burkholder
17:56 21 Oct 22

Patient and caring staff that helped when I felt abandoned by the medical system. Great atmosphere



[image: Nancy “Moon” Heuser]
Nancy “Moon” Heuser
13:43 21 Oct 22

I have been a patient of Cardin and Miller of Carlisle off and on for a few years now. Every time I go it is helpful and healing. Recently, I had to go in for my knee and my back. My therapist was kind, helpful and respectful. I'm now going in for my neck and as usual, the people are nice, my therapist Melissa is helpful and great to work with, all around, I would recommend going there to anyone.



[image: Lisa Brousse]
Lisa Brousse
00:53 20 Sep 22

Have been before for other issues and always have great results.  Staff is friendly and welcoming and are excellent at diagnosing, treating and providing at home exercises.  Pain free when finished the series of sessions and back to normal activities.  Totally recommend.



[image: Jamie Werner]
Jamie Werner
23:41 06 Sep 22

They are wonderful therapists to go to. Everyone is so pleasant and does there best to help you. I would surely recommend them to everyone.



[image: Dalton Gerver]
Dalton Gerver
13:58 15 Aug 22

No complaints. Everyone inside the building has a positive encouraging attitude. Making pt more enjoyable



[image: Joanne Metzger]
Joanne Metzger
21:59 08 Aug 22
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A. Samuelsen
18:12 04 Aug 22





[image: Kathryn Zeller]
Kathryn Zeller
15:19 04 Aug 22





[image: Verona Blackburn]
Verona Blackburn
02:10 18 Jul 22





[image: Hagir Elsheikh]
Hagir Elsheikh
00:34 25 Jun 22

Amazing and helpful staff. I definitely recommend them.



[image: Sue Barnes]
Sue Barnes
13:45 23 Jun 22

The staff at Cardin & Miller PT are exceptional. They are knowledgeable, professional, caring, and wonderful to work with. Shannon has been a huge help to me, along with Adam, and I've also enjoyed working with Jerry and Mary Catherine. They are all positive, encouraging and very dedicated to helping their clients. I wasn't sure what to expect from a physical therapy practice, but I'm so glad I chose Cardin & Miller!



[image: rich beaston]
rich beaston
11:11 16 Jun 22





[image: Alan Walters]
Alan Walters
15:59 07 Jun 22

Great professional staff



[image: David Drumheller]
David Drumheller
17:01 30 May 22





[image: TV Time]
TV Time
23:15 26 Apr 22





[image: rich oneto]
rich oneto
13:04 26 Apr 22

Great knowledgeable people… was having a lot of hip and low back pain for awhile… after just a few visits it  was diminished..  the people here are very friendly too  gonna miss going



[image: Nicolette Shaddock]
Nicolette Shaddock
23:38 13 Apr 22





[image: Chuck B]
Chuck B
23:34 08 Apr 22

Our family has been using Cardin and Miller for our PT needs for the past 20 years--you won't find a better, more friendly and upbeat, and highly skilled/knowledgeable physical therapist anywhere!



[image: CAMILLE HYDER]
CAMILLE HYDER
00:16 08 Apr 22

Shannon is the best! Ashley and Mary Catherine are wonderful. The ladies at the front desk remembered my name after one visit! I will miss everyone when my therapy is over. Thank you all!



[image: Adam Johnstonbaugh]
Adam Johnstonbaugh
15:15 06 Apr 22

I was having severe neck and shoulder pain for over a month due to a compressed vertebrae and a pinched nerve before coming to Cardin & Miller to see Amanda.  She was incredibly helpful and catered my exercises to what I could tolerate from a pain perspective.  I would highly recommend this team, they're incredibly caring and knowledgeable!



[image: Chuck Kahle]
Chuck Kahle
13:09 02 Apr 22

Thank you Rebekah and Ryan. I feel better than i have in years.  I had forgotten what it was like to be pain free and credit you two with giving me a fresh start.



[image: MIKE VAUGHN]
MIKE VAUGHN
17:22 22 Mar 22





[image: Lynne Immell]
Lynne Immell
21:29 20 Mar 22





[image: Tony Dranzo]
Tony Dranzo
12:53 22 Feb 22

Having more complex problems it took a few changes in procedures to accomplish maximum results. Thank you Doctor Jerry for your help and understanding.



[image: Jon Tarrant]
Jon Tarrant
01:45 19 Feb 22

I am pleased by the professionalism, competence, and thoughtfulness of the therapists



[image: Ron Bookwalter]
Ron Bookwalter
14:28 07 Feb 22

My wife is extremely pleased with the physical therapy she has received so far for her knee.  With the help of the Carlisle therapists, She has improved her movement greatly without surgery.



[image: Carol Geesey]
Carol Geesey
12:59 01 Feb 22

I came in for relief of back pain and after being instructed on appropriate exercises for my lower back, I now have much less pain.I was given printouts of the exercises and do themRegularly. Very happy with my experience here.I would like to thank Kristin who was my main mentor and Amanda and Calvin for all their help.Everyone was kind including Molly at the deskThanks to all of you!



[image: Richard Weller]
Richard Weller
22:55 03 Jan 22

As we age our bodies joints do not seem to wear evenly (at least for me). After my first visit back with Brian (15 years ago when Brian saw patients on a regular basis) the orthotics was masking the real reason for the joint aches. After a course of stretching exercises, Brian had me pain free. Recently another joint is painful, and the current staff is just as dedicated to finding the root cause of the joint pain.



[image: Cheyna]
Cheyna
17:48 22 Nov 21





[image: Jean Monaco]
Jean Monaco
16:43 05 Nov 21

The staff and therapists are really great at the Harrisburg office. They really work with you to help you feel good . They are very friendly and personable to all. Thank you Alex ,Zak and Lauren.



[image: Lily Bailey]
Lily Bailey
15:37 05 Nov 21

I am consistently impressed with my experience at Cardin & Miller.  The front desk is always so helpful and friendly and the therapists are so personable and knowledgeable!  I work with Kristen and Calvin and they are amazing!  They understand my specific needs and they keep therapy fun and enjoyable.  Even after the first visit I can say I honestly felt a tremendous improvement.  I recommend this office to anyone looking for an engaging team that really gets results.
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Christina Johnson
20:38 03 Nov 21
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ax vidz
20:07 03 Nov 21





[image: Karen Petrilla]
Karen Petrilla
13:24 28 Oct 21





[image: Tammy Barbour]
Tammy Barbour
23:23 20 Oct 21

My husband Mark came to Cardin  and Miller for physical therapy for foot pain. Alex provided a very thorough and honest evaluation that included a foot scan. After a few visits, Mark was able to continue treatment at home with the exercises given! Thank you Alex, Zach, and Lauryn!



[image: Rikar Cunningham]
Rikar Cunningham
14:59 19 Oct 21

The greatest place to be on earth



[image: Sugar Hackedorn]
Sugar Hackedorn
16:08 18 Oct 21

I have great confidence in Cardin and Miller for the following reasons. Not only do I have their full attention for 60 minutes, but I have my own room for my session. They constantly encourage me to do my best and provide pictures of the exercises so I can do them at home. Alex, Zach, and Lauryn are a great team and I reccomend everyone come to Cardin and Miller for physical therapy. OUTSTANDING JOB - if you want to feel better, give them a call!



[image: Joy Sonju]
Joy Sonju
00:28 18 Oct 21

I love Cardin and Miller PT! They were so helpful when I hurt my neck. Within a short time, I went from being in a lot of pain to feeling great. I was at the Harrisburg office on Jonestown Road, and the team was so nice and knowledgeable. They were really fun to work with but they were also very thorough and professional. I will definitely return if I find myself in pain again!



[image: Doug Bayliss]
Doug Bayliss
13:33 16 Oct 21

Employees are friendly and welcoming. I wear ankle & foot orthotics for a a neuro-muscular condition (for the past 30+ years). Cardin & Miller  in Carlisle are the first to actually consider my unique circumstances and provide a set of orthotics that work without pain. They appreciated my experience and listened to me. Highly recommended.



[image: Kathy Rutledge]
Kathy Rutledge
18:10 11 Oct 21

I have been a repeat client with Cardin and Miller PT over the years due to a physical condition. I can't speak highly enough of their expertise and my experience. They go out of their way to make the environment comfortable and welcoming.  The attitude and expertise of the therapists and assistants meets and maintains very high standards. So, when I need their services, I am very happy with the situation and the results.



[image: Nancy Wilkes]
Nancy Wilkes
13:03 29 Sep 21

Within a few sessions, my hip flexor pain was minimal and was able to resume full activity. Alex was very thorough in teaching me how to do the exercises and teaching me how to prevent any further injuries. I'm grateful for the care and so pleased I am now pain free and can enjoy running and bicycling.



[image: Sharon Wentz]
Sharon Wentz
13:41 28 Sep 21

From the time you step into the office you are greeted by Lauren's great personality and both Alex and Zach are terrific to work with, they listen to you and your needs.   I went in with foot pain, and within 3 appointments was feeling 100% better.  I have more energy and the right size and patted shoe's as well as exercises to continue on own.   They are the best!
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Catherine Van Wyck
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Simply outstanding Staff at this office of Cardin and Miller - starting right at the top with Steve Miller!Every stage of my experience - beginning with arranging the very first appointment through Sage, to my initial evaluation with Steve and every appointment following with Jeff or  Steve has been one of steady progress and improvement.  So very happy to have found Cardin and Miller!
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Lindsey Zulkosky
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I went to Cardin and Miller with my mom and Alex completed a thorough one-on-one foot examination. My mom left with new pads for her shoes that will help with her foot pain! We also received recommendations for shoes that will help decrease her pain and symptoms. We highly recommend having Alex as your physical therapist!!
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cheryl martin
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I have been very pleased with the help I have gotten from Alex at the Jonestown Road location. He has given me exercises and made adjustments to my shoe inserts that have helped significantly.  There is still room for improvement but we are definitely making progress and have a plan. Thank you, Alex!
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I needed new orthotics and am very pleased with the process at Cardin Miller. The orthotics feel great and I’m excited to start putting miles on them. Check them out for your orthotic and PT needs.
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Alex is extremely professional and explained my foot challenges in terms of what is currently happening when I walk and what will happen when I get my custom Orthotics.I appreciate that during my evaluation, Alex identified weaknesses in other muscle groups that are contributing to my foot issues and offered some things I can do to help improve my over all Gate, balance and strength issues.If foot pain is holding you back, I strongly recommend Alex Garlick for anyone who wants to have a better walking and active life.
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LITA WARD
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This is my third visit as a client over three years.  I would not choose to go anywhere else.  All the staff are friendly, work hard for you, treat you like a family member, and answer all your questions.  Have always helped me accomplish my goals.  You can’t do any better than this!
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I've just concluded two series of PT sessions with Cardin and Miller, with Rebekah being my main therapist.  She did a great job, and I've been impressed with her and your office.  I had long-standing issues with my shoulder and my ankle that I tried to manage for years.  After a few visits and new exercises y issues are getting better and I am happy with the set of services provided  Thank you and highly recommended!
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I have worked with multiple therapists over the years at Cardin & Miller. I credit Shannon with helping me recover from Bell's Palsy. I also learned about exercises and stretches to do to manage my Plantar Fasciitis, and I've worn custom orthotics in the past. I recovered from an auto accident 14 years ago and regained the mobility and ability to hike with my family even though the doctor told me I may need to have my ankle fused. Steve got my back recovered from a slipped disc a couple years ago. I am currently working with Derrick and Alex to strengthen my knees and manage osteoarthritis. I highly recommend Cardin & Miller to all of my friends and co-workers! Brian even went back and straightened out claims with my insurance company last year that were not billed and at the correct level and saved me a lot of money. They are a top level company!
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Joan Miller
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I have gone to Cardin & Miller for various physical therapy needs and have always been extremely pleased with great results each time.  Steve Miller has  enabled me to be pain free and I will be forever grateful.  Always feel at home there.
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Anthony Russo
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I’ve been a patient at Cardin and Miller  Physical Therapy for several years. I have always been extremely satisfied with their care of me and their well-fitting shoes. I am a Type 1 Diabetic and it is imperative that I have properly fitted comfortable shoes. Cardin and Miller go out of their way to make sure that the shoes they supply for me fit me like a glove. I will continue to get my orthopedic shoes from Cardin and Miller!
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From the moment I walked thru the door and was greeted by Lauren whom I had spoke with over the phone before arriving, to my evaluation by Miranda, Everything couldn’t have been more clear that this was the place I needed to be to help me on my way with getting back to doing the things I love.Mariano and Alex were my therapists that put 100% into my recovery and I couldn’t be more grateful!What a team they have put together at Cardin and Miller. Thank you all for everything you have done.
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Anita Sheaffer
17:39 30 Mar 21

had medical shoes made.  never had any issues.  care with evaluation was given.  never had a better evaluation never had better  concern given.  thank you
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Doe Doe Shomper
16:23 29 Mar 21

I loved this place and thier service!! Lauren says your name as soon as you enter and Alex is very passionate about his job and the outcome of his service. I received orthotics from them and they are the best thing that have helped with my feet. Thank you so much 💓Sincerely Barb Shomper
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Mindy FG
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I did not know what to expect when I was referred to Cardin and Miller for specialized shoes. At the very least, I expected a pair of very unfashionable shoes. However, I could not have been more pleasantly surprised. The staff was friendly, professional and knowledgeable and the fitting was extremely easy. Most importantly, the shoes were ones I would have picked out myself.  I absolutely love these shoes! They are easy to put on and take off and I feel more sure on my feet due to the stabilizing insoles. I cannot endorse Cardin and Miller enough and would recommend them to anyone with a need for specialized shoes.
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I recently started having problems with my left hip, and my PCP recommended physical therapy. After having a bad experience at one physical therapy place, Cardin and Miller was recommended to me by a former patient. When I called, Steve Miller was kind enough to spend some time answering my questions. He recommended Shawn VanderBrook as a therapist that he thought would be able to help me. I decided to give Shawn a try but was a little reluctant since I had a bad experience at the other place. Shawn was very understanding and went at a pace that I was comfortable with and could easily manage. I started to see improvement after two or three sessions, and I have continued to improve under his watchful guidance. Shawn is very easy to communicate with and is perceptive about how much and what degree of exercise I can tolerate. He is also very encouraging and upbeat as I continue to improve. He is excellent at getting back to me via email when I have a question in between therapy sessions. I have been able to get appointments at times that are convenient for me. Everyone is friendly and the staff is personable. I highly recommend Cardin and Miller Physical Therapy, and especially Shawn VanderBrook to anyone needing a very good and competent physical therapist.
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I have had problems for more than 25 years with my feet and I have spend a lot of money to help get better with little improvement.  I went to Cardin and Miller in Mechanicsburg for physical therapy on my feet and for new orthotics.  The physical therapy really helped but I needed a lot of adjustments on the orthotics due to the multiple problems with my feet.  Shawn was so patient with me and made many adjustments to my orthotics at no extra cost. I found Shawn to be thoughtful, pleasant, easy to talk to, a good listener and a great therapist.  I can now walk a long time and really have no feet problems to complain about.  With Shawn's encouragement and seeing a podiatrist I found out that I had tarsal tunnel syndrome and received physical therapy with Shawn for that also. Everyone in the office is very nice.
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The staff are very caring and helpful! They made PT a pleasurable experience. The exercises are easy to continue on my own and have helped tremendously.
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Eartha Matthews
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I was very satisfied with the services I received from Cardin and Miller Physical Therapy.  The staff is very friendly and professional.
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John Arkon
03:21 18 Feb 21

Mariano and Miranda are fantastic and personable to work with and Lauren the receptionist is also studying the science of physical therapy and easy to work with.After my L shoulder surgery in 2019 I came to the folks at Cardin and Miller at the Harrisburg office on my wife's recommendation. They did a tremendous job on rehabbing it. So when I injured the R shoulder this year I didn't hesitate to seek their services again. Another homerun for the team at Cardin and Miller Harrisburg office.
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This PT gave me hope that I will function again at my best level possible
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Jeff Bray
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Have been going to Cardin& Miller physical therapy now going on three weeks.  I have felt that Mariano was very professional and wants to do everything he could to resolve my foot pain.  I am feeling better and are hopeful that continued therapy will eliminate all issues with my left foot.
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Brian Cardin ( Physical Therapist )

	

Certified Pedorthist
	

President/CEO of Cardin & Miller Physical Therapy


Brian has been practicing Physical Therapy since 1994. Most of his therapy career has been spent in Central Pennsylvania, with a 2 year hiatus in Central Ohio. His undergraduate schooling was done locally at Central Penn College, Slippery Rock University, and Penn State at Harrisburg. His professional training as a Physical Therapist was completed at the University of Findlay, in Findlay, Ohio. He received his pedorthic training at Temple University's School of Podiatric Medicine.
The bulk of his therapy career has consisted of outpatient orthopedic care in the private practice setting. Brian has extensive experience working with clients with a variety of orthopedic ailments ranging from foot pain to jaw problems. His particular area of interest, however, is working with clients with foot and lower extremity dysfunction. By combining his experience as a Physical Therapist and a Certified Pedorthist, he is able to provide a unique service to our clients.
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Steve Miller ( Physical Therapist )

	

Certified Pedorthist
	

Vice-President/Treasurer of Cardin & Miller Physical Therapy


Steve has been practicing Outpatient, Orthopedic Physical Therapy in the Central Pennsylvania region since 1994. His academic history includes undergraduate work at Central Pennsylvania College and Lock Haven University, graduate studies at the University of Findlay, and pedorthic certification from Temple University.
By combining his education and years of experience, Steve has been able to provide individual physical therapy and pedorthic services to his patients for over 15 years. Steve has been to more that 20 continuing education courses during that span, with the focus being on orthopedics, pedorthic implementation, and foot/ankle injuries. He utilizes a combination of McKenzie, manual therapies, and functional exercise in the treatment of clients with all types orthopedic maladies.
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“Fill Out the Form To Request Dates and Times of Our Upcoming Workshop Events”
 (These Events are 100% FREE!)



    
    
    
    
        
            
        

        
            
        

        
            
        

        
            Main Reason For Wanting to Attend a Workshop?
I'm new to PT and not sure what to expect
I'm not sure PT can help me
I've been let down in the past and I want to see how you are different before I commit
I'd like to get a feel for what you can do BEFORE I commit to a full appointment
I just prefer to do this way


        

        
            Which Workshop Are You Most Interested In Attending?
Back Pain
Knee Pain
Foot Pain
Shoulder Pain
Neck Pain / Headaches
Hip Pain


        

        
            
                Yes! Send Me Dates And Times »
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